
Does your HR System Offer:

• Cascading goal tracking?

• Journaling capabilities?

• Completely paperless reviews?

• Customizable performance reviews?

• Alerts when reviews are approaching?

• 360° performance reviews?

Learn how Epicor HCM can do all this and more 
by contacting an Epicor representative today.

Performance Management 
Tools

Epicor HCM

Feedback is important. Constructive feedback is critical. Give your employees the 
constructive feedback they need with performance management tools found in 
Epicor Human Capital Management (HCM).

On Your Mark…Get Set…Goal!
Before you evaluate how an employee is doing, it is helpful to let employees know 
what they need to be doing. With tools to help set and track goals, it is easy to 
communicate to employees what your expectations are for them. Employees can set 
goals for themselves, or managers can set goals with their employees. Using cascading 
goals, an organization can set company-wide goals then assign subgoals to specific 
departments and employees. When an employee completes all or part of his or her 
specific goal, that progress is reflected organization-wide, letting employees see how 
their efforts are directly linked to the strategic objectives of the company.

Take Note(s)
Everyone working in human resources knows the importance of clear 
documentation. Give HR and managers the ability to document employee 
performance with Epicor HCM journaling tools. Track how an employee is doing 
at his or her job on a monthly, weekly, or even daily basis. Providing both positive 
and negative information about an employee throughout the year leads to more 
accurate performance reviews. Employees can also track their own activities in the 
journaling tool.

Performance Reviews
Performance reviews are vital for a workforce to meet its full potential. This feedback 
does more than determine an employee’s annual raise—it communicates to your 
employees what is expected of them, how well they are meeting those expectations, 
and where they have room to improve. With Epicor HCM performance reviews, 
create a set of questions that are required for every position in the company, then 
add additional customized questions for each location, department, or position. 
Managers can then access and complete each employee’s performance review in 
Epicor HCM. To more accurately complete the performance review, managers can 
reference their journaling notes and goal statuses already stored in Epicor HCM.
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Performance Reviews All Around
In addition to manager-driven performance reviews, you can also 
create 360° performance reviews involving the manager, the 
employee, and coworkers. With 360° performance reviews, you get 
the most comprehensive picture of an employee. All those party to 
a comprehensive review can complete their section within Epicor 
HCM, saving HR from additional data entry. HR can decide who can 
view certain information to keep data secure. When a review has 
been completed, Epicor HCM can route it to the appropriate people 
for approval or notification.

Alerts
Whether you do performance reviews on a quarterly, bi-annual, or 
annual basis, set alerts in Epicor HCM so you do not overlook the 
due date of performance reviews. Set these alerts on a schedule 
(i.e., every year on a certain date) or from an event (i.e., 90 days 
after a hire date). Set reminder alerts so performance reviews aren’t 
pushed aside.
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